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Abstract Real robots should be able to adapt autonomously to

various environments in order to go on executing their tasks without

breaking down� They achieve this by learning how to abstract only useful

information from a huge amount of information in the environment while

executing their tasks� This paper proposes a new architecture which

performs categorical learning and behavioral learning in parallel with task

execution� We call the architecture Situation Transition Network System


STNS�� In categorical learning� it makes a �exible state representation

and modi�es it according to the results of behaviors� Behavioral learning

is reinforcement learning on the state representation� Simulation results

have shown that this architecture is able to learn e�ciently and adapt to

unexpected changes of the environment autonomously�

Keywords Abstraction Problem� Categorical Learning� State Space

Segmentation� Reinforcement Learning� Interleave Planning

x� Introduction
Recent developments in robotic technologies have diversi�ed the roles of

robot to cater to di�erent �elds of requirements� At one end� the rover Sojourner

has played an active part in theMars Path�nder mission operated by NASA and
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at the other end� there are home robots such as pet robots� welfare robots and

housekeeping robots which have been or will soon be available in the market�

These robots are expected to cope with various tasks in various environments�

However� these robots face common di�culty in executing their tasks� mostly

due to the ever�changing environment� The fact that the real world is a dynamic

environment and has a huge amount of information� requires autonomous agents

to cope with and process these masses of information in a limited frame of time

in order to execute their tasks in a smooth manner� Many problems occur� such

as explosion of processing time� explosion of the amount of description� and

inconsistency between the real world and the internal model if they cannot ful�ll

this requirement� To overcome this problem� agents must be able to abstract

only necessary information relevant to their tasks� This problem is called the

abstraction problem�

For arti�cial agents� one of the most common solutions to this problem

is �designing how to perform abstraction in advance	 and this is commonly

adopted by industrial robots and vending machines� While this method is very

e�cient when the agents are in a familiar environment or an environment that

the designers have already foreseen� it is not as reliable when the agents need

to take appropriate actions in a environment that the designers have not taken

into account� Therefore� to move and function in various environments� agents

should possess the ability to �learn how to perform abstraction empirically	 in

order to get acclimated to the unfamiliar environments gradually� This can be

regarded as categorical learning because abstracting common properties from

concrete things is regarded as putting them into the same category�

In this paper� we discuss how an agent constructs and maintains cate�

gories for recognizing its environment and solve the abstraction problem prac�

tically� We propose a new architecture which enables robots to learn a �exible

internal representation while executing the task� We call the architecture Situa�

tion Transition Network System 
STNS�� This is a solution to the problem how

to adapt autonomously to various environments and their changes� This archi�

tecture allows a robot to abstract only relevant information from its environment

for the execution of its current task�

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows� In Section 
� we

discuss categorical learning in a robot� In Section �� we clarify assumptions on

problems to which STNS can be applicable� Then� we give an outline of STNS

in Section �� In Section  and Section �� we explain categorical learning and
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behavioral learning in STNS respectively� In Section �� we show the validity

of STNS in the experiments of computer simulations� Finally� we conclude the

paper in Section � by showing the advantages of our architecture and discussing

future work�

x� Categorical Learning in a Robot

��� Categorical Learning for Robots

Categorical learning �or� category learning��� is usually used for repro�

ducing human recognition on a computer� In this case� human beings decide

the meanings of categories �in other words� what kind of information to recog�

nize�� On the other hand� in case of categorical learning in a robot� meanings

of categories can be decided on the criterion how well the robot can act� In this

sense� this type of learning is more autonomous than usual pattern recognition

learning and usual concept learning���

In robot learning� human designers usually �x categories for recognition�

and behavioral learning is performed on internal representation formed from the

categories� However� human�designed categories are not always suitable for the

robots� By letting categorical learning and behavioral learning cooperate� it

is expected that a robot can have �exibility for adapting to unfamiliar envi�

ronments� Such dual learning is realized only in the domain of reinforcement

learning�

��� Categorical Learning for Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning��� is useful for robots to acquire appropriate be�

havior because it can work with a small amount of a priori knowledge� In

general� reinforcement learning is regarded as learning of a behavior policy that

maximizes discounted sum of the rewards received over time� The sum is called

the utility of the state �see subsection ����� For this purpose� many reinforce�

ment learning methods perform the approximation of the utility function �or the

action�value function��

In the real world� almost all robots have real�valued sensors and a con�

tinuous input space �state space�� There are two approaches for approximating

the utility function in the continuous state space� using an implicit represen�

tation of the function such as a neural network or segmenting the continuous

space into discrete states in which the value of the utility function is regarded
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as invariable�

As the former� several kinds of implicit representations can be used such

as perceptron�like neural networks��� ��� ��� 	� ��� CMAC �Cerebellar Model Arith�

metic Computer���
� and RBF �Radial Basis Function���� But this approach has

three problems� �rst� it is di�cult to understand the internal representation�

Second� therefore� it is very di�cult to analyze the convergence and the optimal�

ity of learning� Third� therefore� the human designer must �x many parameters

arbitrarily on the basis of her�his own experience� It is di�cult for her�him

when the task of the robot is complex�

As the latter� the most usual representation is the grid representation

which the human designer must make by dividing the continuous space at equal

or arbitrary intervals� It is also di�cult for him in case of a complex task� If the

representation is too coarse� there occurs so�called perceptual aliasing problem�

i�e�� the robot cannot discriminate the important states for the task� On the

other hand� too �ne representation leads the robot to explosion of learning time�

In order to cope with this di�culty� many methods have been proposed

which can segment the state space autonomously� This segmentation can be

regarded as a kind of categorical learning� These methods can be divided into

six classes by the policies of segmentation� methods in the �rst class segment

the state space enclosing input vectors from which the robot reaches the same

reward by the same sequence of behaviors in the same state �segmentation based

on behaviors���� �� ��� Methods in the second class segment the vicinities of expe�

rienced rewards�
� ��� Methods in the third class segment the state space �ner in

the areas which have higher density of input vectors��� ��� Methods in the fourth

class segment the state space by clustering of input vectors���� Methods in the

�fth class segment the state space enclosing input vectors which have linear re�

lation with their gradients by the same behavior��	� Methods in the sixth class

divide states from which the robot cannot predict state transition���� ���

In this paper� we focus on segmentation based on behaviors� The reason

is as follows� reinforcement learning on discrete state representation assigns

one feasible behavior to each state� Therefore� necessary and su�cient state

representation for the task is realized by putting input vectors at which the

robot should take the same behavior for achieving the task together into the same

state� By segmentation based on behaviors� input vectors at which the robot

should take the same behavior for receiving the same reward put together into

the same state� Thus� this policy makes highly abstracted state representation
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specialized to the current task� In this representation� each state is regarded as

a path to a reward�

There are three previous works on this policy� Asada et al��� proposed

a method that divides the state space by hyper�ellipsoids which enclose input

vectors from which the robot achieves the goal or already acquired state by a

variable sequence of one kind action primitive� Yairi et al���� proposed a method

that segment the state space using Bayesian classi�er on the basis of the same

segmentation policy� Ishiguro et al��� proposed a method that divides states by

hyper�planes in which the robot receives di�erent rewards �or delayed rewards�

when executing the same action� These methods perform categorical learning in

an o��line way� the system segments the state space on the basis of experiences

of random �or given� behaviors in learning phase� then executes the task with the

�xed state representation� If the representation is unsatisfactory� these methods

can add new states �or boundaries� by o��line learning but cannot modify or

eliminate existing states �or boundaries��

In this type of categorical learning� a main problem is insu�ciency of

adaptability to environments� In order to solve this problem� we think that it is

necessary to learn the state representation in on�line way� the system segments

the state space while executing the task on the basis of experiences of task�

executing behaviors� We aim to realize on�line learning system with the following

�ve functions�

�� Abstracting a state aggressively from a few data�


� Modifying state shapes gradually re�ecting new experiences�

�� Maintaining an appropriate state representation stably against contin�

gent deviation of the distribution of data�

�� Eliminating states which have already been useless�

� Representing �ner shapes of states incrementally as data increase�

This type of on�line learning contributes to the following three advantages�

autonomy The system has no phases such as learning phase or task�executing

phase� Therefore� human users need not worry when they should

switch phases�

adaptability The system can adapt �exibly to small changes while keeping

high performance� The learning system which �xate the state repre�

sentation must learn again from the beginning in order to adapt even

to small changes�
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e�ciency of learning By early abstraction of states� the �ow of behaviors

through the states to rewards is formed� and many data useful for

representing states are collected e�ciently� Therefore� the system has

good performance even in the early stage of learning� and learning

converges quickly�

On the other hand� the extra processing time for maintaining states is a dis�

advantage of this type of on�line learning� However� it does not matter in the

real robot because it is far shorter than time for moving the robot� Another

disadvantage is that this type of learning has di�culty in constructing an elabo�

rate state representation because the representation always �uctuates slightly���

This represents the di�erence of purposes between o��line learning and on�line

learning� O��line learning is regarded as a kind of empirical design of state

representation� The purpose is constructing an elaborate state representation

from a large quantity of data� On the other hand� on�line learning is regarded

as a function of adapting the state representation continuously to changes of the

environment� The purpose is continuing task execution without breaking down�

Our developed architecture� STNS� performs segmentation based on

behaviors by on�line learning� In order to realize the above �ve functions of

the aimed on�line learning system� we developed a new �exible state represen�

tation� the bitten hyper�ellipsoid representation �see subsection �
�� and �ve

autonomous operations for maintaining the state representation �see subsec�

tion ���� In this paper� we call the highly abstracted �exible state by this

representation a situation�

x� Assumptions
Our method can be applied to the problems which satisfy the following

conditions�

�� The state space is continuous and multidimensional�


� The task is speci�ed by rewards� but it is restricted to looking for big

rewards� STNS cannot be used for escaping from big danger���

�� Output is selected out of several behaviors� not in a continuous action

space� A variety of behaviors is admitted� i�e�� from a simple action

�� Of course� the �uctuation should be decreased� This is mentioned as the above third
function of the aimed on�line learning system�

�� The reason is that situations construct paths to big rewards in segmentation based on
behaviors �see subsection �����
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such as move forward and so on� to a complex behavior such as wall�

following and so on�

�� The problems are solved by �nding a feasible behavior policy� not nec�

essarily the optimum one� STNS aims for the optimization in the sense

of minimizing the number of behaviors� not in the sense of minimizing

consumed time� energy� or cost�

� The system dynamics and control laws are unknown�

�� The Markov property holds� the transition probabilities from any given

state depend only on th state and not on previous history����

These conditions are used in common in the studies of segmentation based on

behaviors��� �� ���

x� Situation Transition Network System
As shown in Fig� �� STNS consists of a situation classi�er� a situation

transition network �STN�� and several behavior modules� In each behavior step�

the system identi�es the current situation where the current input should be

included� then makes a partial plan on the STN� and at last activates a behavior

module according to the plan�

Fig� � The structure of STNS

Categorical learning and behavioral learning are performed on the data

which consists of the input� the corresponding situation� the selected behavior�

and the received reward� This data puts into a history database� It keeps the

data for a �xed period and deletes it after that� Therefore� STNS can adapt
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�exibly to the changes of environment and the internal representation without

being misguided by outdated data�

In categorical learning� the system performs segmentation based on be�

haviors by on�line learning� it extracts and maintains situations in the continuous

state space on the basis of experiences of task�executing behaviors� Reinforce�

ment learning of a behavior policy is performed on this situation representation�

the system constructs an MDP �Markov Decision Problem��� model of the envi�

ronment which consists of the transition probabilities between situations and the

expectations of immediate rewards accompanying transitions by the maximum

likelihood estimation� It decides an appropriate behavior by partial planning

on the model in order to maximize discounted sum of rewards received over a

period of time� In each behavior step� the system adjusts the shapes of situa�

tions in categorical learning and modi�es the MDP model in behavioral learning

re�ecting the last data� If big modi�cation is needed� the system extracts or

eliminates situations in categorical learning and modi�es the MDP model re�

�ecting the new situation representation in behavioral learning on the data in

the history database� In this way� these two learning processes are performed in

parallel while executing the task�

In the following two sections� we explain the categorical learning and

the behavioral learning respectively in more detail�

x� Categorical Learning in STNS

��� Segmentation Based on Behaviors in STNS

STNS segments the state space into some situations� In STNS� a situ�

ation is de�ned as a set of input vectors from which the system can meet with

the speci�c result by the speci�c behavior� The speci�c behavior is called the

condition behavior of the situation� The speci�c results are divided into two

types� i�e�� R�situation and T�situation� In a situation based on immediate re�

wards called R�Situation� the result is to receive a speci�c big reward �called the

goal reward�� In a situation based on situation transitions called T�Situation�

the result is to transit to a speci�c situation �called the parent situation�� If

every chain of T�Situations is anchored to an R�Situation� every situation is

guaranteed to lead to a goal reward by the same sequence of behaviors� Thus�

�� MDP is the problem of calculating an optimal policy in an accessible� stochastic environ�
ment with a known transition model����
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a segmentation based on behaviors which encloses input vectors from which the

robot reaches the same reward by the same sequence of behaviors in the same

situation is realized�

Every situation has two attributes� the condition behavior and the spe�

ci�c result �the goal reward or the parent situation�� Values of these attributes

are decided automatically by categorical learning �see subsection ����

��� Bitten Hyper�Ellipsoid Representation

In order to realize the �rst� the second� the third� and the �fth function

of the aimed on�line learning system mentioned in subsection 
�
� we propose

the bitten hyper�ellipsoid representation� In this representation� each situation

is shaped by the positive instances and the negative instances that are decided

based on the de�nition of the situation� A positive instance of a situation is an

input vector in the history database from which the system met with its speci�c

result by its condition behavior� A negative instance of a situation is an input

vector classi�ed into the situation from which the system did not meet with its

speci�c result by its condition behavior�

As shown in Fig� 
� this representation is a mixture of macroscopic recog�

nition and microscopic recognition� In the macroscopic recognition� the bound�

ary of a situation is a contour of Mahalanobis� distance from the population of

the positive instances��� This boundary forms a hyper�ellipsoid� The microscopic

recognition is realized by Nearest Neighbor methods��� Nearest Neighbor meth�

ods are popular especially in the domain of pattern recognition���� The distance

used in the microscopic recognition is not Euclidean distance which is usually

used in Nearest Neighbor methods� but the distance which is standardized by

the standard deviation of the population of the positive instances� When the

system discriminates whether the current input vector belongs to each situation

or not� �rst� the system checks whether it is included in the hyper�ellipsoid or

not �macroscopic recognition�� Then� if it is included� the system discriminates

whether it belongs to the situation by Nearest Neighbor methods �microscopic

recognition��

In the macroscopic recognition� the processing time for discrimination

and learning is very short because a hyper�ellipsoid is represented by some simple

parameters �the sample mean and the sample covariance matrix of the positive

�� �� uses the same type of representation�

�� �	� uses the same type of representation�
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Fig� � The bitten hyper�ellipsoid representation

instances�� Furthermore� it can draw a rough shape of a situation from a few

data� On the other hand� it is inevitable to classify data into an incorrect

situation even if there are a great number of data when the distribution of data

is not normal distribution�

The microscopic recognition can discriminate very precisely in the vicin�

ity of each instance� Therefore� it grows to be able to discriminate more precisely

all over the space as data increase� On the other hand� it cannot discriminate

appropriately at a distance from instances� Therefore� it cannot represent an

enclosed shape from a few data� Even after learning has progressed� the nega�

tive instances are apt to be short because collecting many negative instances is

in con�ict with achieving high performance in task execution� Therefore� several

rifts are formed as shown in Fig� 
b� These rifts are covered by combining with

macroscopic recognition as shown in Fig� 
c� In this recognition� the processing

time for learning is very short because all of the process is only memorizing the

position of the instance� On the other hand� it needs considerably long pro�

cessing time for discrimination and much memory space� STNS can save the

processing time by eliminating candidates in the macroscopic recognition before

this time�consuming process�

In regard to the second function in subsection 
�
� addition of new data
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and subtraction of old data are easily performed on both representation for

the macroscopic recognition and the microscopic recognition because the former

consists of the sample mean and the sample covariance matrix of the positive

instances and the latter consists of positive and negative instances themselves�

In regard to the third function� the macroscopic recognition is fragile to deviation

of the distribution of data because the hyper�ellipsoid is dragged to the sample

mean of the positive instances� However� the microscopic recognition is not

a�ected by the deviation if there are plenty of data near the boundary� Thus�

each situation can maintain a stable shape as a whole� In regard to the �rst

function� STNS can represent a rough shape of a situation from a few data

mainly by the macroscopic recognition� In regard to the �fth function� STNS

can represent �ner shapes of situations incrementally as data increase by using

the microscopic recognition in the critical areas�

��� Categorical Learning in STNS

In STNS� the state space is divided into overlapped bitten hyper�ellipsoids

�situation ���� and a margin space �called situation 	� hereafter� as shown in

Fig� �a� Each di�erent shaded area denotes a situation� A new perceptual input

is ascertained whether it belongs to each situation from the top of the discrimi�

nation tree in Fig� �b�

Fig� � The state space and the discrimination tree

Categorical learning is realized by extraction and maintenance of situa�

tions� The learning starts from the empty state space �that is� only situation ���

and progress while segmenting the state space� For example� �rst� R�Situation
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A is extracted from which the robot can reach a certain big reward by a certain

behavior� and then T�Situation B is extracted from which the robot can reach

R�Situation A by a certain behavior� ���� and so on� The shape of each situation

is not �xed but maintained to adjust to the current environment�

There are following two conditions for situation extraction�

�� R�Situation There are enough �more than NR
init� data in the history

database each of which shows that the system received a

speci�c reward larger than a threshold �rRmin� by a speci�c

behavior�

T�Situation There are enough �more than NT
init� data in the history

database each of which shows that the system transited from

situation � to another speci�c situation by a speci�c behavior

and did not receive a large �more than rRmin� reward�


� There exists no situation whose attribute values are equal to the speci�c

behavior and the speci�c result in condition ��

When both of these conditions are ful�lled� a new situation is extracted�

In extraction� the new situation is de�ned by the speci�c behavior and the

speci�c result in condition �� and positive instances are collected from the history

database� Negative instances do not exist at the beginning because they are

collected among data which are classi�ed into the situation�

In order to realize the second� the third� and the fourth function of the

aimed on�line learning system mentioned in subsection 
�
� STNS has the fol�

lowing �ve autonomous operations for maintaining the situation representation�

�� Updating the populations of the positive and negative instances of sit�

uations in each behavior step�


� Adjusting the boundary of each hyper�ellipsoid so that it encloses just

all the positive instances�

�� Rearranging situations in the discrimination tree in order of closeness

to the goal rewards�

�� Checking the validity of each situation� and rede�ning or eliminating

inappropriate situations�

� Eliminating useless situations�

In regard to the second function� the �rst and the second operations update the

shapes of situations gradually re�ecting the result of the behaviors of the robot�
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In the �rst operation� the system includes the latest input vector among the

positive instances of situations whose condition behaviors are the same with the

latest behavior and whose speci�c results have been realized� Furthermore� it

includes the vector among the negative instances of the situation into which the

vector was classi�ed if its condition behavior is the same with the latest behavior

and its speci�c result has not been realized� Then� the system eliminates the

oldest data from the history database and all populations of the positive and

negative instances� This operation is executed in every behavior step� In the

second operation� the system checks Mahalanobis� distance from the population

of the positive instances to every positive instance at regular intervals and settles

the boundary of every hyper�ellipsoid just on the farthest positive instance�

The third operation is e�ective to the third function� In segmentation

based on behaviors� several situations with di�erent attribute values have po�

tentiality of occupying an area� The closest situation to the goal rewards is most

valid among them� STNS does not always extract situations in order of closeness

to the goal rewards because it extracts them aggressively as mentioned in the

�rst function��� Therefore� the third operation rearranges situations in order

of closeness to the goal rewards for the purpose of maintaining an appropriate

situation representation� This operation contributes also to the stability of the

representation because a situation near a goal reward collects many instances

on task execution and therefore its shape is precise and stable� In this opera�

tion� the system calculates the utilities of all situations at regular intervals and

rearranges situations in descending order of utility�

The fourth operation is also e�ective to the third function� An �inappro�

priate situation	 in the above description of the fourth operation is a situation

whose attribute values are di�erent from the optimum ones found by behavioral

learning��� STNS does not always assign the optimum values when extracting

a situation because of the aggressive way of extraction� Furthermore� the op�

timum values change occasionally owing to changes of the environment or the

robot itself� Situations become inappropriate for these causes� This operation

recycles inappropriate situations if possible� and eliminates them in the other

cases� It contributes also to the stability of the situation representation because

recycling does not change the representation instantly unlike eliminating� In this

�� A T�Situation cannot be extracted earlier than its parent R�Situation� However� it can
be extracted earlier than another R�Situation�

�� If the MDP model re�ects the environment well� the attribute values found by behavioral
learning are the optimum in the area of the situation�
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operation� the system checks the validity of each situation in each behavior step�

and judges the following situations inappropriate�

� the T�Situation whose attribute values are di�erent from the majority of

pairs of the selected behavior in the situation and the reached situation in

the history database

� the situation which has too few positive instances to maintain �less than

NR
min in case of R�Situation� and NT

min in case of T�Situation�

� the T�Situation whose parent situation was eliminated

If there are inappropriate situations� the system checks whether each of them can

be recycled� In checking� the most frequent behavior taken from the situation in

the history database is selected as the new condition behavior� and the situation

reached most frequently by the behavior is selected as the new parent situation�

Then� in the following �ve cases� the situation under reconstruction is eliminated

because the new attribute values are inappropriate�

� The parent situation is situation ��

� The parent situation is itself�

� The parent situation is a T�Situation whose parent situation is the situ�

ation under reconstruction�

� There is already a situation with the same attribute values�

� There are too few �less than NT
init� positive instances decided by the new

attribute values in the history database�

In the other cases� the attribute values of the situation under reconstruction are

changed to the new ones�

In regard to the fourth function� the system eliminates the situation

which has no appropriate attribute values in the fourth operation and the situ�

ation with negative utility in the �fth operation�

x� Behavioral Learning in STNS
In STNS� each situation has a condition behavior� It� however� decides a

behavior policy by reinforcement learning� The main reason is that the categor�

ical learning in STNS is on�line learning� it extracts a situation from a few data

and it is assumed that the environment can be changed� therefore the initial

condition behavior is not always the optimal behavior�

In this section� we propose a new reinforcement learning method� In�

terleave Planning�based Reinforcement Learning 
IPRL�� which is suitable for

STNS which has a �exible situation representation�
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��� STN

An STN is an MDP model which consists of the transition probabilities

between situations and the expectations of immediate rewards accompanying

transitions� The transition probability from situation i to situation j by behav�

ior b is called p�i� j� b�� and the expectation of the immediate reward which is

received by the transition is called r�i� j� b��

Since the Markov property holds� the problem of �nding the optimal

policy on an STN is a Markov decision problem� Accordingly� the optimal policy

is found by solving the optimal equation of dynamic programming�

U�i� � max
b�B

X

j�X

p�i� j� b�fr�i� j� b� � �U�j�g ���

where X is the state space� B is the behavior space� i �i � X� is a situation� and

� �� � � � �� is a discounting factor� U�i� is the utility of situation i� which is

the expectation of the discounted sum of the rewards received over time by the

optimal policy�

In STNS� the MDP model cannot be given in advance since the situation

representation is changed dynamically� Therefore� the model must be estimated

at the same time as the learning of a behavior policy� This problem can be

solved by reinforcement learning�

��� IPRL

STNS uses a new reinforcement learning method� IPRL� for behavioral

learning� Many reinforcement learning methods keep the estimated utilities of

situations� and improve them gradually after every behavior to converge them

to the optimal values� On the other hand� IPRL does not keep them but calcu�

late them when necessary� Therefore� it can adapt to the changes of situation

representation immediately� For the calculation� IPRL uses an interleave plan�

ning method� Planning in IPRL makes a desirable behavior sequence by forward

search from the current situation on the STN�

Interleave planning performs partial planning and plan execution alter�

nately� As a result� it can balance between reactiveness and deliberativeness�

Yamada��� proposed interleave planning which determines the timing to switch

planning into execution by the success probability of a plan� STNS uses a method

similar to this� which limits the search space by the success probability� By this

method� a short plan is made and executed reactively in unfamiliar environments�

and a long plan is made and executed deliberatively in familiar environments�
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Therefore� it can balance between reactiveness and deliberativeness automati�

cally�

A plan P in STNS is a list of pairs of a behavior and the target situation

of the behavior�

P � ��b�� d��� �b�� d��� ���� �bn� dn��

where n is the length of the plan� bi is the ith behavior in the plan� and di is the

target situation of the behavior� The success probability of a plan is de�ned as

the product of all transition probabilities in the plan�

IPRL calculates approximate utilities of situations using the optimal

equation �Equation ��� The transition probability p�i� j� b� and the expecta�

tion of the immediate reward r�i� j� b� are estimated by the maximum likelihood

estimation from the data in the history database�

The algorithm of IPRL is as follows�

�� Plans are developed forward from the current situation within the limits

that the success probability is larger than pmin and the length is shorter

than nmax�


� The utilities of all situations which correspond to leaves of the search

tree are assumed ��

�� The planning backtracks from leaves to the root �the current situation��

In every node� the utility of the situation is calculated by Equation ��

And a pair of the behavior which maximizes the right side of the equa�

tion and situation j which maximizes the inside of
X

is fed back to

the parent node as an element of a plan�

�� When backtracking returns to the root� only one plan remains� This is

the picked plan� and called the master plan�

Then� the system starts to execute the master plan greedily in the environment�

Plan execution is stopped and planning is started again after the last behavior

in the master plan is executed� or another situation than the target situation is

reached�

In IPRL� the optimality of the selected behavior is not guaranteed be�

cause it is a kind of approximation� On the other hand� it has the advantage

that it can balance between reactiveness and deliberativeness automatically as

mentioned above� Furthermore� both process and convergence of the learning

are very quick because IPRL performs only the maximum likelihood estimation

of the MDP model as learning� This quick convergence of learning is important
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to STNS because the internal state representation changes �exibly� The process�

ing time for planning increases exponentially as the depth of planning increases�

However� IPRL can avoid an explosion of planning time because it limits the

search space by the success probability and the length of a plan� Furthermore�

STNS makes a highly abstracted situation representation� therefore� planning

toward a big reward is expected not to be very deep� In these points� IPRL is a

suitable reinforcement learning method for a component of STNS�

The policy iteration algorithm �PIA���� of dynamic programming is an�

other promising method for behavioral learning in STNS� It is a well known

method for calculate utilities and the optimal policy on an MDP model� For

small state spaces� it is often the most e�cient approach�

The processing time of IPRL is dependent on the depth of planning

toward a reward� On the other hand� the processing time of PIA is dependent

on the number of situations� Therefore� in the environment where many di�erent

rewards are received in di�erent places� IPRL may be superior to PIA�

Another merit of IPRL is that the system works with a plan� Because of

this merit� the system can explain its behavior� Furthermore� the target situation

in the plan can be used as a stopping condition of a continuous behavior� As

shown in Fig� �� the situations made by STNS has rugged shapes� Therefore�

this sort of stopping condition is useful in order not to be caught in a projection

of an undesirable situation�

x� Experiments

��� Experiment �	 Navigation on ��D Input

We tackled a simple navigation problem on 
�dimensional input as the

�rst application of STNS� Fig� � shows the problem�

We designed STNS for learning a behavior policy of this problem� and

conducted an experiment on computer simulation� We set parameters as follows�

NR
init � NR

min � �� NT
init � �� NT

min � �� rRmin � ��� � � ���� pmin � ����

nmax � �� Note that the number of positive instances for R�Situation extraction�

NR
init � �� is the minimum for constructing an ellipsoid in the 
�dimensional

state space� This early extraction accelerates learning �see subsection 
�
�� The

minimum number of positive instances for R�Situation maintenance� NR
min �

�� is also the minimum for construction an ellipsoid� rRmin is a parameter for

distinguishing big worthy rewards from trivial ones� therefore� it is set somewhat
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Fig� � The navigation problem on ��D input

lower than the reward for arrival at the goal� ��� The other parameters are set

empirically� If NT
init is too small� many needless and obstructive situations may

be constructed� Inversely� if it is too large� learning converges slowly� If NT
min

is too small� deformed and obstructive situations are not readily eliminated

and this may prevent the system from adapting �exibly to changes� Inversely�

if it is too large� necessary situations may be eliminated unluckily� therefore

the performance may become unstable� As the discounting factor� �� increases

toward one� future rewards become more signi�cant and learning becomes more

exploitation�oriented� Inversely� as it decreases toward zero� learning becomes

more exploration�oriented� pmin and nmax are concerned with deliberativeness

of planning� If pmin is small and nmax is large� planning is deliberative� and

learning may be stable� but time for planning increases� The number of data

in the history database is ����� The larger it becomes� the more precise the

situation representation may becomes� but the less �exibly the system adapts to

changes� Both the boundaries of all hyper�ellipsoids and the order of situations

are adjusted every ��� behavior steps� The shorter the interval becomes� the

more precisely the system re�ects its experiences� but the more time this process

consumes� The number of behavior steps is the sum of the number of behaviors
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and the number of arrivals at the goal� It is equal to the number of data which

the system collected by the time���

Every trial starts after the goal is settled at an arbitrary position and

the rover is set at an arbitrary position outside of the goal in an arbitrary

direction� The trial ends when the rover arrives at the goal� and the next trial

starts immediately� A trial set is a set of consecutive trials in which learning is

continued� At the beginning of each trial set� there are only the goal area and

situation � �the margin space� in the state space� We conducted 
� trial sets�

Fig�  shows a typical state space after learning has converged and the

optimum state space� Each di�erent shaded area denotes a situation and the

arrow in it denotes the condition behavior of the situation� The small circle

�the radius is ��� at the center of each space denotes states in which the rover

arrives at the goal� The big circle �the radius is about ��
� surrounding each

space denotes the longest distance between the rover and the goal� Input vectors

on this circle are received when the rover and the goal are located accidentally

at opposite corners of the room� Therefore� the density of data is very low

near the circle and these areas remain as the margin space� As shown in this

�gure� a good situation representation and a good behavior policy were acquired�

In every trial set� a similar good representation were acquired� The goodness

of the situation representation is proved by the high success probabilities of

behaviors� After convergence ����������� behavior steps�� the average success

probabilities of behaviors from R�Situations and T�Situations were ����� and

�
���� respectively�

Fig� � A state space after convergence and the optimum state space

�� When the rover arrives at the goal� the system picks a data but does not take a behavior�
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Fig� � shows the average number of behaviors which are needed to reach

the goal� All trial sets were partitioned into blocks of ��� behavior steps� and

the number of behaviors was averaged in each block� Learning has converged

after about �
�� behavior steps on average� In this experiment� the rover has no

heuristics for acquiring big rewards and selects behaviors at random in the early

stage of learning� Therefore� it can arrive at the goal only 
��� times in every

��� behavior steps� The number of behavior steps necessary for convergence

of learning� �
��� is not large taking account of this frequency� The average

number of behaviors converged to about 
�
� This means very good performance

because the average number by the optimal policy is just a little less than 
��	

After convergence ����������� behavior steps�� the rover could reach the goal

within two behavior steps in ��� of trials�

Fig� � The average number of behaviors to the goal

By this result� it was veri�ed that STNS can acquire a good situation

representation and a good behavior policy e�ciently in this simple problem�

��� Experiment �	 Flexibility Test

To test the �exibility of STNS� we conducted two experiments on com�

puter simulation� One is a �exibility test to sensor trouble and the other is a

�exibility test to actuator trouble� In both experiments� we prepared an STNS

after ����� behavior steps in the above experiment �shown in Fig� a�� changed

the environment� and then let the STNS continue learning in the new environ�

ment� As changes of environment� we rotated the direction of the goal sensor

�	 If the front or the rear of the rover looks just toward the goal� the number of necessary
behaviors is �� In the other directions� it is ��
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in the former test� and made the revolution rate of the left wheel lower in the

latter test���
�

� � � Flexibility Test to Sensor Trouble

We conducted �� trial sets in each case of ��� �� 
�� 
� ��� and ���

degrees rotation of the goal sensor� Fig� � shows a typical result in case of �

degrees rotation� As shown in this �gure� a good situation representation and a

good behavior policy were acquired adapting to the trouble�

Fig� � A result of �	 degrees rotation of the goal sensor

Fig� � shows the average number of behaviors to the goal after the trou�

ble in the cases of ��� �� 
�� and 
 degrees rotation comparing with the learning

from the beginning �Experiment ��� All trial sets were partitioned into blocks

of 
� behavior steps� and the number of behaviors was averaged in each block�

As shown in this �gure� STNS can adapt �exibly to the trouble in case of ro�

tation within � degrees� In this case� all situations transformed their shapes

adaptively without being eliminated� In case of rotation over 
� degrees� STNS

cannot adapt �exibly� It can� however� be said that the learning is stable since

the learning converged to the same performance after a delay of at most ����

behavior steps as compared with learning from the beginning� Also in the cases

of �� and ��� degrees rotation� the learning converged to the same performance

after a delay of at most ���� behavior steps�

��
 With this trouble� the rover curves to the left in forward movement and backward move�
ment
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Fig� 	 The average number of behaviors to the goal

� � � Flexibility Test to Actuator Trouble

We conducted �� trial sets in each case of �� ���� and �� lower

speed of the left wheel� Fig� � shows a typical result in case of �� lower speed�

As shown in this �gure� a passably good situation representation and a good

behavior policy were acquired adapting to the trouble� Situation � and � in the

optimum state space were not extracted in most cases �only two situations were

extracted in �� trial sets�� The main reason is that they are located near the

edge of the state space� therefore� the density of data is low in their area�

Fig� 
 A result of �	
 lower speed of the left wheel

Fig� �� shows the average number of behaviors to the goal after the

trouble� Each graph illustrates the comparison between relearning with the

trouble after learning has converged without the trouble and learning with the
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trouble from the beginning� All trial sets were partitioned into blocks of 
�

behavior steps� and the number of behaviors was averaged in each block� As

shown in this �gure� STNS can adapt �exibly to the trouble in case of � lower

speed� In this case� all situations transformed their shapes adaptively without

being eliminated� In case of over ��� lower speed� STNS cannot adapt �exibly�

It can� however� be said that the learning is stable since the learning converged to

the same performance after a delay of at most ���� behavior steps as compared

with learning from the beginning�

� � � Conclusion of the Two Flexibility Tests

In both experiments� STNS can adapt �exibly to small changes while

keeping the high performance and can adapt stably even to big changes� This

adaptability is caused by the �exible situation representation� STNS can adapt

quickly to small changes by transforming the shapes of situations� In this process�

it can keep the high performance by utilizing past experiences� Furthermore� it

can adapt not slowly to big changes by eliminating deformed and obstructive

situations and starting again from the blank state space� These two types of

adaptation can be switched to each other autonomously�

��� Experiment �	 Navigation on 
�D Input

The last experiment is a navigation problem on ��dimensional input�

The setting is almost the same with the previous navigation problem on 
�

dimensional input� But one obstacle was settled in the room and the goal was

�xed to the position shown in Fig� ��a� And we mounted a ��dimensional ob�

stacle sensor on the rover in addition to the 
�dimensional goal sensor� The

obstacle sensor outputs the distance to the nearest obstacle �including the wall�

in each of six areas illustrated in Fig� ��b� This problem is di�cult because the

state space is high dimensional� Furthermore� it is impossible to perform path

planning in the state space because the input vector is varied discontinuously

often� for example� when the rover passes by a corner of the obstacle�

We designed STNS for learning a behavior policy of this problem� and

conducted an experiment on computer simulation� We set parameters as fol�

lows� NR
init � NR

min � �� NT
init � 
�� NT

min � �
� rRmin � ��� � � ���� pmin � ��
�

nmax � �� The number of data in the history database is ������ Both the

boundaries of all hyper�ellipsoids and the order of situations are adjusted every

��� behavior steps� Note that the number of positive instances for R�Situation
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a� � lower speed

b� ��� lower speed

c� �� lower speed

Fig� �� The average number of behaviors to the goal
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a� Work space b� ��D obstacle sensor

Fig� �� The navigation problem on ��D input

extraction� NR
init � �� is the minimum for constructing a hyper�ellipsoid in the

��dimensional state space� This early extraction accelerates learning �see sub�

section 
�
��

Fig� �
 shows a typical segmentation after enough learning �
���� be�

havior steps� and the optimum segmentation� The ��dimensional state space was

mapped onto the 
�dimensional work space by �xing the attitude of the rover� As

shown in this �gure� situations near the goal �situation 
��� have correspondents

in the optimum representation� However� the shapes are distorted as compared

with the result of the above 
�dimensional problem� The distortion of the situa�

tion representation is proved by the lower success probabilities of behaviors than

the 
�dimensional problem� In data of 
�����
���� behavior steps� the average

success probabilities of behaviors from R�Situations� T�Situations two behavior

steps away from the goal and T�Situations three behavior steps away from the

goal were ������ ����� and �
���� respectively� In the areas more than four

behavior steps away from the goal� no situation was extracted� The average

number of behaviors to the goal was ���� This value is not good because the

rover can get to the goal within four behaviors from almost all positions in the

room�

This low performance is caused by the lowness of the success probabilities

of behaviors in the master plan� Because the shapes of situations are distorted�

the rover often fails to reach the parent situation according to the master plan

and must make another plan� This increases the number of behaviors to the

goal� The lowness of the success probabilities of behaviors leads to the fewness
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Fig� �� A segmentation after enough learning and the optimum segmentation

of the positive instances and the lowness of the utilities of situations� When

the utility is low� behavior selection becomes diversi�ed because the di�erence

of the expected reward between behaviors becomes small� This diversity leads

to the fewness of the positive and negative instances� This fewness leads to the

distortion of situations� and a vicious circle is formed as a result� It is di�cult

to maintain situations in the area far from rewards because both the density of

the data and the utilities of the situations are low� In order to sever this vicious

circle� the following four approaches are promising�

� Improving the situation representation in order to construct a situation

with a smooth shape in the high dimensional state space�

� Improving behavior selection and its stopping condition in order to collect

high quality data which can represent situations e�ciently�

� Preprocessing the perceptual input and making new attributes for axes of

the state space in order to reduce dimensions or approximate the shapes

of situations to a hyper�ellipsoid�

� Dividing recognition into multiple layers and performing simple recogni�
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tion in each layer�

In this experiment� learning converges very slowly� One of the reasons

for this is random behaviors without heuristics in the early stage of learning�

The rover can arrive at the goal only ���� times in every ��� behavior steps by

random behaviors� Therefore� many behaviors �on average� ������ behaviors�

are needed for extracting the �rst situation in the blank state space� Some kind

of heuristics� for example greedy hill�climbing method� may accelerate learning�

��� Comparison with o��line learning

In the above three experiments� STNS can adapt to the environment

autonomously without switching phases� In Experiment 
� it can adapt �ex�

ibly to small changes while keeping the high performance� This autonomous

adaptability cannot be realized by o��line learning�

The on�line learning in STNS is superior to o��line learning from random

behaviors also in e�ciency� We will compare these two types of learning using the

result of Experiment �� In this experiment� learning has just converged after �
��

behavior steps� At that time� the average number of positive instances of all R�

Situations and all T�Situations in the state space are 

� and 
�
�� respectively�

By random behaviors� the rover takes 

������� � ����� behaviors on average

to collect positive instances of R�Situations because it takes ����� behaviors on

average to arrive at the goal once� Furthermore� the rover takes 
�
��� � � ��

behaviors on average to collect positive instances of T�Situations because it can

get a positive instance once in about � behaviors in a T�Situation� In STNS�

the rover took ����� behaviors on average in �
�� behavior steps� Thus� o��line

learning needs behaviors �
�� times as many as the on�line learning in STNS in

order to collect positive instances as many� It follows from this comparison that

STNS can perform categorical learning more e�ciently than o��line learning

from random behaviors�

��� Comparison with the grid representation

In the domain of reinforcement learning� the most usual discrete repre�

sentation is the grid representation� Fig� �� shows examples of this representa�

tion of the goal sensor space� In Fig� ��a� the space is discretized on the polar

coordinate system� In Fig� ��b� the space is discretized on the orthogonal coor�

dinate system� Both representations are discretized by us at equal intervals by

which the optimum state space shown in Fig� b can be represented roughly�
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Fig� �� The grid representation of the goal sensor space

These representations have the following four weak points�

�� They have many states� In the navigation problem on ��dimensional

input� if the obstacle sensor is discretized into three levels �near� middle�

and far�� the number of states is ����
 with the representation shown in

Fig� ��a� and �
���� with the representation shown in Fig� ��b� These

numbers are very high� This causes explosion of learning time�


� The system shifts to various states from the same state by the same

behavior� On the representation shown in Fig� ��a� straight movings

cause dispersion of reached states� On the representation shown in

Fig� ��b� rotations cause dispersion of reached states� This dispersion

delays convergence of learning very much�

�� They cannot represent the accurate shapes� The representations are too

large�meshed to represent various situations such as shown in Fig� � and

Fig� ��

�� They are fragile to the change of environment because the utilities of

all states need to be relearned�

The situation representation in STNS is superior to them in points of both

abstractness and �neness just enough for task execution�

x� Conclusion
We have proposed STNS� an architecture for performing both categor�

ical learning and behavioral learning in parallel with task execution in order

to solve the problem how to adapt autonomously to various environments and
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their changes� In this architecture� categorical learning is improved in autonomy�

adaptability� and e�ciency by cooperating with behavioral learning� In order to

realize this cooperation� we developed a new �exible state representation� the

bitten hyper�ellipsoid representation� and �ve autonomous operations for main�

taining the state representation� It was shown in computer simulations that an

agent with this architecture can adapt to the task e�ciently and continue task

execution without breaking down against changes in the environment� We would

now like to go on develop this type of parallel learning in both state represen�

tation and behavior rules for the purpose of applying it to real problems which

have a higher dimensional state space and need more behaviors to achieve the

task�
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